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“These issues considered, shorter-term traders with tighter risk profiles have been advised to move
to a neutral/sideline position following today's recovery above 5.54. Longer-term traders may want
to pare bearish exposure to a more conservative level following today's 5.54+ rebound, but at least
a cautious bearish policy remains advised while 03-Jun's key 5.73 high and risk parameter remains
intact.”

$5.54+ Dec Corn Rebound Resurrects Base/Reversal Threat; $5.73, $5.27 Key
Directional Triggers -by Dave Toth

In yesterday's Technical Blog we alluded to an alternate bullish count that contends that this
month's sell-off attempt from 5.73 is a textbook example of a 3-wave and thus corrective
structure consistent with a broader base/reversal threat from 21-May's 5.12 low. With yesterday
and today's surprising spike above our short-term risk parameter at 5.54 detailed in the hourly
chart below, the market has taken a key step towards this bullish count. 03-Jun's 5.73 high,
resistance and key long-term risk parameter remains required to break the long-term downtrend
and expose a reversal higher that could be major in scope.

As a direct result of this week's recovery the market has defined Mon's 5.27 low as an
increasingly important low and risk parameter, the failure below which will mitigate this
base/reversal threat and re-expose the major downtrend from last Sep's 6.65 high.
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The daily chart below shows the long-term downtrend and the pivotal importance of the 5.73area resistance that has capped this market for the past three months. Any bullish count has to
go through this gateway. Until such 5.73+ strength is proven and on the heels of the preceding
plunge from last Sep's 6.65 high, the mere lateral price action since early-Apr is as arguably
corrective/consolidative within an ongoing major bear trend as it is a reversal threat. Further
strength above 5.73 will tilt the longer-term directional scales higher while a relapse below Mon's
5.27 low will reinforce the major downtrend.
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If there's an area to beware the end of a major correction, it's around that of the prior 4th-wave
correction of lesser degree. And on a major weekly log active-continuation basis below, that
level is Jun'12's 5.36 low. For the time being however and while the market remains constrained
by 03-Jun's 5.73 high and resistance, it is premature to conclude a broader reversal higher.

These issues considered, shorter-term traders with tighter risk profiles have been advised to
move to a neutral/sideline position following today's recovery above 5.54. Longer-term traders
may want to pare bearish exposure to a more conservative level following today's 5.54+
rebound, but at least a cautious bearish policy remains advised while 03-Jun's key 5.73 high and
risk parameter remains intact.
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Please click here to change your notifications.
RJO Market Research and Trading
This information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation or an offer to buy the commodities herein named.
The factual information of this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not necessarily allinclusive and is not guaranteed as to the accuracy, and is not to be construed as representation by R.J. O'Brien & Associates.
The risk of trading futures and options can be substantial. Each investor must consider whether this is a suitable investment.
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Past performance is not indicative of future results. This report contains research as defined in applicable CFTC regulations.
Neither the firm nor the research analyst have any positions in these products.

Please note that this account is intended for sole use of the subscribed member. Any information contained on the RJO MRT
website may not be reproduced, transmitted, licensed, sold or used for any purpose without express written consent from
RJO MRT. Any violation of these rules will result in the immediate termination of website access without notice.

R. J. O'Brien & Associates, LLC Disclaimer:
This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research
report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an experienced user of the futures markets,
capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS COMMUNICATION
INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE
RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE
MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past
performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken
from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete
and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no
guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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